INTRODUCTION
Acne vulgaris is a complex skin disorder involving multiple abnormalities of the pilosebaceous unit, including ductal hyperkeratinization and increased cohesiveness of keratinocytes, increased sebum production, Propionibacterium acnes hypercolonization, and inflammation 1 . Duration of acne varies from 3 months to 5∼40
years, and for 80% of patients the disease does not spontaneously regress until they are in their thirties 2 .
Conventional therapies recommended for the treatment of acne vulgaris include retinoids, benzoyl peroxide (BPO), antibiotics, and hormonal therapy. Due to the multifactorial pathogenesis of acne vulgaris and the limitations of the conventional therapies, combination therapy utilizing agents with complementary mechanisms provides the opportunity to target multiple pathogenetic causes of acne vulgaris 3 . One well-established combination therapy is a topical retinoid and an antimicrobial for the treatment of mild to moderately severe inflammatory acne vulgaris 4 .
However, various combination therapies do not act against all 4 of the major pathophysiologic features of acne vulgaris.
As far as overcoming this limitation is concerned, an antibiotic-free, fixed-dose combination gel with adapalene 0.1% and BPO 2.5% has been recently developed for the once-daily treatment of acne vulgaris. In several double-blind, randomized controlled trials (RCTs) [5] [6] [7] , the adapalene-BPO (A-BPO) combination therapy applied once daily for 12 weeks significantly reduced the number of both inflammatory and noninflammatory lesions in subjects with moderate acne vulgaris, with a rapid onset of action and a good safety profile when compared with the adapalene and BPO monotherapies. The effect of A-BPO was sustained for 4 months, and was safe as a long-term treatment for up to 12 months 8 .
The complementary modes of action as well as the efficacy and safety profiles of these two agents make A-BPO a rational choice for treatment for all but the most severe cases of acne vulgaris. Adapalene is a receptor-selective naphthoic acid derivative with anti-inflammatory, comedolytic, and anticomedogenic properties [9] [10] [11] , while BPO exhibits a potent and rapid bactericidal effect against P. acnes 4 . Adapalene and BPO do not create selective pressure for resistance. Hence, this combination may be expected to decrease the incidence of bacterial resistance relative to antibiotics 12 . Furthermore, unlike tretinoin, adapalene is stable when combined with BPO, even in the presence of light 13 .
Some RCTs have compared the clinical outcomes of A-BPO combination gel with the vehicle gel in the treatment or maintenance therapy of moderate or severe acne vulgaris [5] [6] [7] 14 . Recently, several such trials compared the clinical outcomes of a combination treatment using doxycycline or lymecycline and A-BPO compared with doxycycline or lymecycline and vehicle in the treatment of severe acne vulgaris 15, 16 . However, neither trial was sufficiently large enough to confirm the outcomes within subgroups. A meta-analysis that allows for the pooling and quantification of results from different studies is required to overcome this limitation.
To comprehensively compare the clinical outcomes of the A-BPO combination gel with the vehicle gel for the treatment or maintenance therapy of patients with moderate or severe acne vulgaris, we performed the present meta-analysis. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Search strategy
Selection of studies
Using a predefined protocol, two reviewers (ZRY and JX) independently selected studies for evaluation, with disagreements resolved through consensus decision. The inclusive criteria were: (1) studies comparing the clinical outcomes of A-BPO combination gel with vehicle gel for the treatment or maintenance therapy of patients with moderate or severe acne vulgaris; (2) prospective, randomized, and controlled fashion; (3) studies published in English; (4) studies with the full-text available; (5) studies involving subjects over 12-years-of-age; and (6) data not duplicated in another manuscript. Trials with less than 30 patients were excluded from this study.
Data extraction
Two reviewers independently extracted relevant data from the included studies regarding the details of authors, year of publication, patient demography (number, mean age, and sex ratio), location of study population, inclusion criteria of acne vulgaris, treatment details, and the length of follow-up. The relevant clinical outcomes pooled in this analysis included: (1) thought to be due to change. Conversely, when I 2 exceeds 50%, then heterogeneity is thought to exist and the effect is random.
Assessment of risk of bias
Two independent investigators evaluated the risk of bias of the included studies according to the Collaboration's recommended tool (Chapter 8, Section 8.5) 17 . Briefly, the risk of bias of each study was assessed using the following methodological components: (1) randomization and generation of the allocation sequence (for selection bias), (2) allocation concealment (for selection bias), (3) patients blinding (for performance bias) and examiner blinding (for detection bias), and (4) description of the follow-up (for attrition bias). The details of each methodological item are shown in Table 1 . Trials with all four methodological items adequate are considered to be with low risk of bias.
Statistical analyses
We conducted the meta-analysis using the software Revman 5.1 (provided by the Cochrane Collaboration, Oxford, UK) for an outcome where data are available from more than one study. The analyses included all patients irrespective of compliance or follow-up following the 'intention-to-treat' principle and using the last reported observed response. Results were expressed as risk ratio (RR) and/or odds ratio (OR) with 95 percent confidence interval (CI) for the dichotomous outcomes. A fixed effects model was initially used; however, a random effects model was planned to be used if there was evidence of significant heterogeneity across trials (p＜0.1 and I 2 ＞ 50%). A sensitivity analysis was performed to explore the potential source of heterogeneity. In addition, according to the severity of acne vulgaris, subgroup meta-analysis was also performed to assess whether it could influence the pooled estimates.
RESULTS
Fig . 1 shows details of study identification, inclusion, and exclusion. The search on PubMed, Embase, and the Cochrane Library under the defined terms yielded 281 articles. By screening the titles and abstracts, 268 references were excluded due to their irrelevance to this topic. After the comprehensive evaluation of the remaining 13 potentially relevant references, seven studies were excluded with the raw data duplicated [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Finally, six studies were included in the present meta-analysis [5] [6] [7] [14] [15] [16] . The main characteristics of the six studies are shown in Table 1 . The six studies enrolled 2,970 patients with moderate or The details of each methodological item Randomization -Adequate, if the allocation sequence was generated by a computer or random number table. Drawing of lots, tossing of a coin, shufof cards, or throwing dice will be considered as adequate if a person who was not otherwise involved in the recruitment of participants performed the procedure. -Unclear, if the trial was described as randomised, but the method used for the allocation sequence generation was not described. -Inadequate, if a system involving dates, names, or admittance numbers were used for the allocation of patients. Blinding -Adequate, if the trial was described as double blind and the method of blinding involved identical placebo or active drugs. -Unclear, if the trial was described as double blind, but the method of blinding was not described. -Not performed, if the trial was not double blind. Withdrawals and dropouts -Adequate, if the numbers and reasons for dropouts and withdrawals in all intervention groups were described or if it was specithat there were no dropouts or withdrawals. -Unclear, if the report gave the impression that there had been no dropouts or withdrawals, but this was not specistated. -Inadequate, if the number or reasons for dropouts and withdrawals were not described. Allocation concealment -Adequate, if the allocation of patients involved a central independent unit, on-site locked computer, identically appearing numbered drug bottles or containers prepared by an independent pharmacist or investigator, or sealed envelopes. -Unclear, if the trial was described as randomised, but the method used to conceal the allocation was not described. -Inadequate, if the allocation sequence was known to the investigators who assigned participants or if the study was quasi-randomised. severe acne vulgaris. Patients of 1,529 were randomly assigned to the A-BPO group, while other 1,441 patients were assigned to the vehicle group.
Risk of bias in these trials
The assessment of risk of bias in all included studies is shown in Table 2 . Adequate method of generation of the allocation sequence was described in two trials 14, 16 , while in the other trials it was either not described or unclear.
Packaging the topical medication in identical tubes for allocation concealment was applied in four trials 5, 6, 15, 16 .
The patient blinding and the examiner blinding was clearly described in four trials 5, 6, 15, 16 , and the description of the follow-up was considered adequate (numbers and reasons for dropouts and withdrawals) in all included trials. As a result, all these included trials except one 16 , with one or more methodological components unclear, were regarded as high-bias risk trials.
Success rate
The success rate, defined as the percentage of subjects rated 'clear' or 'almost clear' on the IGA of acne severity, was investigated across all the included trials. Totally, the success rate in the A-BPO and vehicle group was 37.67% (576/1,529) and 17.49% (252/1,441), respectively. The chi-square test for heterogeneity revealed that there was a substantial heterogeneity across the trials (p=0.002, I 2 =74%). Pooled estimates showed that a significant difference was detected between the two groups (RR= 2.25, 95% CI: 1.73 to 2.92, p＜0.00001; Fig. 2 ), sugges- ting that the success rate was significant higher in the A-BPO group than in the vehicle group. Sensitivity analysis showed that the main contributor to heterogeneity was the study by Dréno et al. 16 . The exclusion of this study could eliminate the heterogeneity among the studies (p=0.17, I 2 =38%), and pooled estimates of the remaining five trials in a fixed effects model still revealed a significant statistical difference between the two groups (p＜ 0.00001).
Treatment-related adverse events
The majority of treatment-related AEs were of a dermatological nature, with none being severe or serious. Overall, there were five trials reported the outcome of treatment-related AEs 5, 6, [14] [15] [16] , and it occurred in 203 of 1,114 patients (18.22%) in A-BPO group, as compared with 81 of 1,023 patients (7.92%) in vehicle group. The chi-square test for heterogeneity detected a substantial heterogeneity across the five trials (p=0.002, I 2 =74%), which could not be eliminated by a sensitivity analysis and a random-effects model was performed. Pooled estimates showed that there was no significant difference between the two groups (OR=2.24, 95% CI: 0.87 to 5.77, p=0.09; Fig. 3A ).
Adverse events leading to discontinuation
Data required for this meta-analysis was available from three trials 6, 7, 15 . In total, the incidence of AEs leading to discontinuation in the A-BPO and vehicle group was 2.25% (24/1,066) and 0.94% (10/1,063), respectively. The chi-square test for heterogeneity revealed that no evidence of heterogeneity was detected across the three trials (p=0.10, I 2 =57%). Using a fixed-effects model, pooled estimates showed that there was a significant difference between the two groups (OR=2.42, 95% CI: 1.15 to 5.07, p=0.02; Fig. 3B ), indicating that A-BPO group was associated with an increase in the incidence of AEs leading to discontinuation when compared with vehicle group.
Satisfaction with effectiveness
The satisfaction measured by the question "How satisfied were you with the effectiveness of the treatment?" was reported in four trials 6, 7, 15, 16 . Overall, the rate of satisfied or very satisfied with the effectiveness of the treatment in the A-BPO group was 71.04% (893/1,257) and in the vehicle group was 51.20% (640/1,250). Pooled estimates revealed that a significant difference was detected between the two groups (RR=1.35, 95% CI: 1.09 to 1.66, p=0.005; Fig. 4A) , with a substantial heterogeneity across the four trials (p＜0.00001, I 2 =90%). Sensitivity analysis revealed that the study by Dreno et al. 16 influenced the pooled estimates. With this study excluded, pooled estimates of the remaining three trials in a fixed-effects model still demonstrated a significant difference between the two groups (p＜0.00001), indicating that A-BPOtreated patients had a higher satisfaction rate with the effectiveness.
Overall satisfaction
The satisfaction measured by the question "Overall, are Fig. 4B ), and a substantial heterogeneity was detected across the four trials (p＜0.00001, I 2 =90%). Sensitivity analysis also revealed that the study by Dreno et al. 16 influenced the pooled estimates. The exclusion of this study could eliminate the heterogeneity among the studies (p=0.34, I 2 =8%), and pooled estimates of the remaining three trials in a fixed effects model still revealed a significant statistical difference between the two groups (p＜ 0.00001).
Subgroup
Among these included trials, three RCTs (moderate trials) compared the A-BPO with vehicle in the treatment of patients with moderate acne vulgaris [5] [6] [7] , two RCTs (severe trials) compared the A-BPO and doxycycline or lymecycline with vehicle and doxycycline or lymecycline in the treatment of patients with severe acne vulgaris 15, 16 , and 
DISCUSSION
When compared with the vehicle gel, the A-BPO combination gel yields better clinical outcomes for the treatment of patients with moderate acne vulgaris [5] [6] [7] [20] [21] [22] , and prevents the occurrence of relapse among patients with severe acne vulgaris 14, 23 . Several recent studies also demonstrated that the clinical outcomes of a combination treatment using doxycycline or lymecycline and A-BPO are superior to those of doxycycline or lymecycline and vehicle in treatment of patients with severe acne vulgaris 15, 16, 24 . However, each of these trials was not large enough to confirm the outcomes within subgroups. According to the Cochrane Handbook for systematic reviews, it is recommended to create a single pair-wise comparison in a particular meta-analysis, which combines all relevant experimental intervention groups of the study into a single group (A-BPO group), and to combine all relevant control intervention groups into a single control group (vehicle group). Therefore, the present meta-analysis was done to comprehensively compare the clinical outcomes of A-BPO combination gel with vehicle gel for the treatment or maintenance therapy of patients with moderate or severe acne vulgaris. The most important finding of the present study was that the A-BPO group yielded better clinical outcomes not only regarding the success rate (p＜0.00001) but also with regard to the results of satisfaction with the effectiveness (p=0.005) and overall satisfaction (p=0.005) compared to the vehicle group. The incidence of treatment-related AEs in A-BPO group was comparable with that of vehicle group (p=0.09), while the A-BPO group was associated with a slightly increase in the incidence of AEs leading to discontinuation when compared with the vehicle group (p=0.02). However, the chi-square test detected a substantial heterogeneity in the combined analysis of success rate (p=0.002, I 2 =74%), treatment-related AEs (p=0.002, I 2 =74%) as well as satisfaction with the effectiveness and overall satisfaction (p＜0.00001, I 2 =90%, respectively).
Sensitivity analysis revealed that the heterogeneity in the analysis of treatment-related AEs could not be eliminated, while the major contributor to the heterogeneity of the remaining three analyses was the study by Dréno et al. 16 .
The possible explanation for this was that the sample size in this study included both patients with moderate and severe acne vulgaris, while other trials only included patients with moderate or severe acne vulgaris. We first performed a meta-analysis ignoring the severity of acne vulgaris, which might introduce bias in the analysis. We then performed a subgroup analysis according to the severity of acne vulgaris, which showed that the A-BPO combination gel provided superior efficacy and satisfaction outcomes compared to the vehicle gel for treatment of patients with moderate acne vulgaris, despite an increased incidence of AEs. However, a combination treatment using doxycycline or lymecycline and A-BPO did not seem to yield better clinical outcomes for treatment of patients with severe acne vulgaris when compared with doxycycline or lymecycline and vehicle. But the A-BPO combination gel was more efficacious than the vehicle gel for maintenance therapy of patients with severe acne vulgaris, and the treatment was also safe and subjects were satisfied. This subgroup analysis led to the conclusion that the A-BPO combination gel is a rational choice for treatment for all but the most severe acne vulgaris, and different severity of acne vulgaris may contribute to the substantial heterogeneity in the previous combined analysis. The present meta-analysis still has several potential limitations. One potential limitation is that the severity of acne vulgaris of patients in all of the included trials was not completely consistent, which might cause an inherent bias. A second potential limitation that exists for some included trials that used a vehicle gel as a comparator is that the side-effects could have potentially affected the blinding of both subjects and investigators, which may introduced performance bias and detection bias, respectively. A third potential limitation is that the duration of follow-up of all included trials was not long enough. In addition, as the number of included trials for this metaanalysis was relatively small, a funnel plot for pooled estimates is not performed. Thus, a publication bias cannot be excluded.
In conclusion, the present meta-analysis of RCTs reveals that A-BPO group yields better clinical outcomes such as success rate, satisfaction with the effectiveness, and overall satisfaction compared to the vehicle group, despite increased incidence of AEs leading to discontinuation. Moreover, the A-BPO combination agent most likely contributes to the treatment of moderate acne vulgaris rather than severe acne vulgaris, but may have an effect on the maintenance therapy of patients with severe acne vulgaris. However, due to a small number of eligible studies in this meta-analysis, more RCTs of high quality with a longer follow-up are needed to further confirm the clinical benefits in the treatment of the most severe acne vulgaris with the use of antibiotics in combination with A-BPO.
